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FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements that reflect the current views and/or expectations of Oroco Resource Corp. (“Oroco”) with respect to its
business and future events including statements regarding Oroco’s business and exploration plans. Forward-looking statements are based on the then-current
expectations, beliefs, assumptions, estimates and forecasts about the mineral properties, business and the markets in which Oroco operates. Investors are cautioned that all
forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties, including: the inherent risks involved in the exploration and development of mineral properties; the uncertainties
involved in interpreting drill results and exploration data; the uncertainties respecting historical resource estimates; the potential for delays in exploration or development
activities; the geology, grade and continuity of mineral deposits; the possibility that future exploration, development or mining results will not be consistent with Oroco’s
expectations; accidents, equipment breakdowns, title and permitting matters, labour disputes or other unanticipated difficulties with, or interruptions in, operations;
fluctuating metal prices; unanticipated costs and expenses; uncertainties relating to the availability and costs of financing needed in the future; commodity price fluctuations;
regulatory restrictions, including environmental regulatory restrictions; Oroco’s ability to identify, complete and/or finance additional acquisitions; or any failure to integrate
acquired companies and projects into Oroco’s existing business as planned. These risks, as well as others, including those set forth in Oroco’s filings with Canadian
securities regulators, could cause actual results and events to vary significantly. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements and
information. There can be no assurance that forward-looking information, or the material factors or assumptions used to develop such forward-looking information, will
prove to be accurate. Oroco does not undertake any obligations to release publicly any updates or revisions to any voluntary forward-looking statements, except as
required by applicable securities laws.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
In this presentation, results from historical studies by Bateman Engineering (1994, 2003) and John Thornton (2011) are cited. The most recent Technical Report is titled
"Geology, Mineralization, and Exploration of the Santo Tomas Cu-(Mo-Au-Ag) Porphyry Deposit, with an effective date of August 22, 2019, by D. Bridge, P. Geol.” (“Bridge,
2019”). In that report, Bridge states that the mineral resource estimate by Thornton (2011) is a Historical Estimate as defined under NI 43-101 of the Canadian Securities
Administration (“NI 43-101”). Neither the Qualified Person, nor Bridge have done sufficient work to classify the Thornton 2011 Historical Estimate as current mineral resources
or mineral reserves, and Oroco is not treating the Historical Estimate as current. The reader is cautioned not to rely upon any of the historical estimates, cut-off grade
analyses, or the historical scoping of mining plans derived from them. The historical estimates and scoping are presented herein as geological information only, as a guide to
follow-up technical work, and for targeting of confirmation and exploration drilling.
QUALIFIED PERSON
Paul McGuigan, P. Geo., a Qualified Person under NI 43-101, is a senior consulting geoscientist to the Company and has approved the technical disclosures in this
presentation.

Investment Highlights
Ø Phase One drill program aimed at confirming and expanding a multi-million tonne contained copper Historical* M&I Resource. Current
phase of drilling to conclude EOY 2022 with ~70 holes in +40,000m of drilling completed since commencement in Q3 2022 – results
strongly corroborative of Historical results and supportive of expansion
Ø Low elevation, outcropping porphyry copper deposit in coastal northwest Mexico with outstanding local infrastructure - strong local
mining culture - highly supportive community
Ø Subject of a positive Historical* Prefeasibility Study by Bateman Engineering, MRE by Mintec and metallurgical testing by Mountain States
@ 125,000 tons of copper per annum in a ~28% concentrate, ~90% recoveries and no deleterious elements
Ø Oroco is on track to deliver NI 43-101 compliant MRE and PEA by mid-2023 – Ausenco, SRK, ALS Met and Mining Plus engaged
Ø Over CAD$50 million raised in past 2.5 years. Well funded for completion of current technical program
Ø Strong liquidity path – Right metal, right time – Rising demand/dramatically reduced levels of discoveries/large deficits and rising prices
forecast

*Under NI 43-101 of the Canadian Securities Administration (“NI 43-101”) the 1994 Batemen PFS is considered “Historical.” Oroco is not
treating the Historical report as current. The reader is cautioned not to rely upon any of the historical report, cut-off grade analyses, or
the historical scoping of mining plans derived from them. The historical estimates and scoping are presented herein as geological
information only, as a guide to follow-up technical work, and for targeting of confirmation and exploration drilling.

Santo Tomas Project - Highly developed
infrastructure in the La Entrada al Pacífico
Ø Located at low elevation in the "La Entrada al Pacífico” corridor,
a federal Mexican-USA multimodal trade & transportation link
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Ø Strong local mining culture and highly supportive community
Ø Proximal to highway, mainline rail lines, the NW
Mexican power transmission grid, and the 670
MMcf/d El Encino-Topolobampo high pressure gas pipeline
Ø Deep-water Port of Topolobampo and the international
airport of Los Mochis ~160km SW and connected via
multi-modal transportation infrastructure

Ø Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operating
Expenses (OPEX) advantages will accrue from
Santo Tomas’ favourable location
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Established ESG Strategy – Juntos Somas Mas
The Santo Tomas project enjoys strong community support, and we are in turn committed to promoting the best interests of that community. Local
hiring, ongoing communication with all levels of government, and a program supporting local youth are among the ESG focused efforts by Oroco.

Santo Tomas Project

Comprehensive mineral title,
plant & tailings footprint
accommodated on ~9000 ha (35
sq mile) land package

Mineralization remains open to
North and South
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Large Historically* Defined Resource and Pre-Feasibility Study
Ø ~100 holes, completed between the 1970s and 1994 in 30,000 meters of diamond and RC

drilling leading to a significant Historical Measured & Indicated Resource calculated by Mintec,
Inc. of Tucson

Ø Extensive Historical metallurgical testing by Mountain States Research and Development, Inc.

- 90% recoveries, ~28% concentrate, no deleterious elements
Ø Positively (Historical*) Pre-Feasibility Study for an operation producing approximately 125k

tonnes of copper in a 28% Cu concentrate per annum* by Bateman Engineering
Ø No design risks identified
Ø Concluded that the resource at Santo Tomas is “likely to increase in grade and tonnage with

additional exploration.”

*Under NI 43-101 of the Canadian Securities Administration (“NI 43-101”) the 1994 Batemen
PFS is considered “Historical.” Oroco is not treating the Historical report as current. The
reader is cautioned not to rely upon any of the historical report, cut-off grade analyses, or the
historical scoping of mining plans derived from them. The historical estimates and scoping
are presented herein as geological information only, as a guide to follow-up technical work,
and for targeting of confirmation and exploration drilling.
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Large Historically* Defined Resource and Pre-Feasibility Study, cont.
Ø Positive Historical* PFS, including block model and open pit mine design: @ 125,000 tonnes

copper in clean 28% concentrate per annum

Ø Simple metallurgy, good recoveries, high quality concentrate
Ø Locally pits are likely not optimised for mineralization attitude, extent
Ø Very good strip ratios derived from ridge location

+0.35 Cu %
+0.1 Cu %
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*Under NI 43-101 of the Canadian Securities Administration (“NI
43-101”) the 1994 Batemen PFS is considered “Historical.” Oroco
is not treating the Historical report as current. The reader is
cautioned not to rely upon any of the historical report, cut-off
grade analyses, or the historical scoping of mining plans derived
from them. The historical estimates and scoping are presented
herein as geological information only, as a guide to follow-up
technical work, and for targeting of confirmation and
exploration drilling.

Technical Work Program: 2020 to 2023:
Geophysics, Drilling, MRE and PEA
Ø 14 km2 of deep, 3D, Induced Polarization ("DCIP") geophysical survey by Dias Geophysical
Ø Est. >70 drill holes/+40,000m of drilling with 3500m of strike length successfully tested by YE 2022
Ø Environmental baseline study/EIA/water strategy/tailings storage and permitting studies
Ø Community engagement and ESG initiative expansion
Ø Mineral Resource Estimate underway - Q1 2023 target date
Ø PEA underway with SRK and Ausenco engaged. Target completion date, Q2 2023
Phase One: Mine to Mill Optimization, incorporating project engineering and including geotechnical
assessment, metallurgical test work, off-site infrastructure, mine scheduling, and process plant
engineering. The objectives of this Phase are to optimize mining and processing parameters by
evaluating various business cases for the Project before proceeding to the PEA.
•Phase Two: Preliminary Economic Assessment, incorporating cost estimation (capital and operating)
and financial analysis, which will cover all aspects of such studies, including mining and recovery
methods, project infrastructure, capital and operating costs and financial analysis.
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Current Technical Program, cont.
Circa 70 holes/+40,000 meters by 2022 YE- good-grade mineralization returned in all holes for which the company
has received assays – strongly corroborative of Historical results and potential to expand resource
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Current Technical Program, cont.
Ø Confirming and expanding the North Zone historical gradeshell to high resource classification to define
North Zone Cu and Cu Equivalent mineralization with significant measured & Indicated status resource
Ø Infilling, improving and expanding South Zone with the aim of much improved resource classification
Ø Brasiles discovery confirms Santo Tomas mineralization strikes significantly northward of North Zone

1 km
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Current Technical Program,
cont.
Ø “The 2021-2022 North zone drill program is continuing to confirm

and expand the 2009 grade shell model of copper greater than 0.30
per cent derived from the historical drilling described in the
company's 2019 technical report. A total of 43 holes (~25,000 metres
of drilling) have now been completed in the North zone, spanning
approximately 1,700 metres of strike length, with intersections of
good-grade mineralization returned in all holes for which the
company has received assays.” News release, October 25, 2022

Ø “The continued confirmation and expansion of the grade shell with
higher-grade, shallow-seated mineralization is a positive step in
achieving our goal of delineating an economic resource of nearsurface mineralization amenable to open-pit mining.” News release,
October 25, 2022
Ø Drilling results continue to confirm historical drilling as well as define
mineralization outside of boundaries of Historical Resource
Ø Hanging wall mineralization wider and nearer surface than first
modelled from Historical drilling
Ø Targeting areas westward at shallow depths for the broader response
in the 3D IP model under the Santo Tomas ridge is therefore
confirmed
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Current Technical Program, cont.

Project Infrastructure
South Camp and water tank farm
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Technical Work Program to 2023:
Mineral Resource Estimate and
Preliminary Economic Assessment
Study Deliverable

Consultant

Location

PEA Co-ordination & PEA
Report

Ausenco

Tucson

Scope
PEA Technical Report co-ordination; ensure comprehensive qualified person ("QP") signoffs as defined by
National Instrument 43-101 - Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects ("NI 43-101") – for each study
discipline

ALS Met

Vancouver,
New York
Vancouver
Tucson/
Kamloops
Kamloops

Mineral Resource
Estimate

SRK

Denver

Technical Lead for delivery of mineral resource estimate and resource block model; QP signoff, resource
estimate & block model

Mine Geotechnical
Characterization

SRK

Vancouver

Technical Lead for delivery of geotechnical analysis and design parameters for open pit mining: in place in
this role since July, 2021

Mine-site, Mill,
Tailings and Logistics

Ausenco

Tucson

Mine Environment
Geochemistry

SRK

Vancouver

Technical Lead for the characterization of waste, tailings and stockpile geochemistry; focus on net
neutralization potential of meta-limestone contribution to mine design and site layout / design

Mine OP design and

Mining Plus

Vancouver

Technical Lead for the design of the Open Pit Mine and preliminary (PEA) mine schedule

SRK

Geological Model

Cambria
Metallurgical
Characterization

Mine Sequencing
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Ausenco

Delivery & updates curation of Leapfrog Geo™ & GIS-based map and 3D geological model, Santo Tomas
Delivery and provision of QP signoff, geology
Technical Lead for the delivery of a metallurgical review (North Zone); QP signoff, metallurgy
Bench scale metallurgical tests, product characterization

Technical Lead for the optimization of processing plant, impoundment facilities and associated infrastructure
design, including economic modelling

Whittle Consulting Toronto / Perth Possible optimization of pit schedule, fleet flexing, DCF-focused optimization
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Technical Work Program to mid-2023

2022

Engineering

Resource

Activity
North Zone (NZ) Definition Drilling
North Zone (NZ) Resource Drilling
South Zone (SZ) Definition Drilling
South Zone (SZ) Resource Drilling
Metallurgical Testwork
Resource Modeling
Open Pit Mine Sequenced Design
Project Optimisation Study
Process Design
Mine Design
Tailings Studies
Infrastructure Studies
43-101 Technical Report
Optimisation Study

2023
Q4

Q1

Q2

PEA Met Report
Prelim BM

PEA BM

PEA

PEAreport

PEA
NR

Goldman Sachs Commodities Research: Copper is the New Oil

Ø No decarbonization without copper
Ø The green transition will support a surge in copper demand
Ø The copper market is unprepared for this critical role
Ø Sticky supply threatens to deplete copper stocks by middecade
Ø Copper on a necessary path $15,000
A5

Copper, Demand from New Technologies to Surge
"Of all the metals used in the generation, transmission, storage, and consumption, copper remains the common denominator…Electricity
generation, transmission infrastructure, energy storage, and consumption all require copper” - Stifel Financial Corp., January 2021
“To keep pace with these mega trends, copper production will have to double over the next 30 years” - Tariq Salaria, Vice President for sales and
marketing at BHP, December 2020
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RFC Ambrian Research: Copper M&A
RFC Ambrian Research, Copper M&A, The Cupboard is Nearly Bare, November 2018

§ Potential acquisitors in “better financial shape”
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§

“… project pipelines of many of these companies is diminished”

§

“… a number of companies … will have to participate in M&A in the near
term”

§

“… the number of opportunities is limited for them … the number of latestage development projects with resources of >3.0 MT that we believe
are likely candidates to be acquired is limited to just five.”

§

“This lack of opportunity looks set to raise the stakes for those assets
that are available.”

RFC Ambrian Research:
Oroco Resource Corp. A Significant Copper Resource is Emerging
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The Future of Copper: S&P Global July 2022

July 2022
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Thank You.
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